CEA Convex 3300 Steel Pro Mig Package

CONVEX 3300 STEEL PRO power sources have been developed to meet the needs of welding heavy, medium and thin thickness mild and stainless steel, plus zinc coated lamination steel. Equipped with Vision.COLD & Vision.ULTRASPEED Software the Steel Pro is able to achieve difficult and refined welding jobs with minimal heat input, thus avoiding lamination deformation.

PACKAGE INCLUDES

- MIGARC 36 Torch 4Mtr
- Earth Lead
- Argon Regulator
- CEA Trolley
- CEA HT5 Wire Feeder
- Drive Roller Kit
- 3 Phase 32Amp Plug

Product Code: MCE004651P
$4999.00 /EA
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CEA Qubox 405 Pulse Package Gas Cooled

The QUBOX series multiprocessor welder is characterized by a synergic digital control and inverter technology integrated into a sturdy and functional metallic structure, with a separate wire feeder. Technologically ahead, robust and easy-to-use, they allow high quality welding in MIG-MAG, MMA and TIG with “Lift” mode.

The QUBOX is intuitive and user friendly. Once the desired program is selected, the welding control automatically determines the best parameters based on the material type, wire diameter and gas being used, fruit of CEA’s know-how acquired in over 65 years’ experience.

PACKAGE INCLUDES

- MIGARC 40 Torch 4Mtr
- Earth Lead
- CEA Qubox Gas Cooled Interconnecting cable Kit 5mtr
- CEA QF4 Qubox Wire Feeder Synergic control 24V
- 3 Phase 32Amp Plug

Product Code: MCE004765P
$7999.00 /EA

CEA Digitech 4000 Vision Pulse/Dual Pulse 400V Gas Cooled Mig Package With Separate Wire Feeder

Excellent for Aluminium or Stainless with Double Pulse Feature. Technologically ahead, robust and easy-to-use, they offer premium welding quality at high speed, in PULSED MIG, DUAL PULSED, MIG-MAG, MMA and TIG with “lift” arc striking and represent the best solution in any industrial field requiring high precision and repeatability of the achieved results.

*Optional water cooler package available

PACKAGE INCLUDES

- MIGARC 36 Torch 4Mtr
- Earth Lead
- Twin Gauge Argon Regulator
- CEA Trolley
- CEA HT5 Wire Feeder
- Drive Roller Kit
- 3 Phase 32Amp Plug

Product Code: MCE004685P
$10699.00 /EA
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### CEA Rainbow 180A 230V DC Arc Package
The CEA RAINBOW 180 represents the latest evolution in inverter technology DC welding equipment. These powerful 100 kHz power sources are based on the latest generation IGBT’s and are fitted with a flat transformer. RAINBOW 180 with their lightness, reduced size and their excellent characteristics in electrode (MMA) and TIG welding with “lift” mode arc striking, are the most suitable solution for maintenance and light fabrication works.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- 4 Meter Earth/Arc Set
- CEA Rainbow Bag
- 1 Phase 15Amp Plug

**Lightweight Legend!**

*Made in Italy*

**Product Code:** TCE00405P

**$1599.00 /EA**

### CEA Treostar 2000 Pulse Syn Mig/Tig/Stick 230V Package
Portable Multi Process Pulsed 200 Amp Mig, Tig and Arc Welder, Single Phase

The TREOSTAR 2000 offers great flexibility and portability offering high quality welding characteristics on all materials including stainless steel, aluminium and zinc coated steel while minimising reworking due to spatter. This is an innovative, versatile, light, easy-to-carry and user friendly power source.

Because of its high technological abilities, the TREOSTAR 2000 is suitable for nearly all maintenance on all materials including stainless steel, aluminium and zinc coated steel while minimising reworking.

The TREOSTAR 2000 offers great flexibility and portability offering high quality welding characteristics in PULSED MIG, DUAL PULSED, MIG-MAG, MMA and TIG with “lift” arc striking and represent the best solution in any industrial field requiring high precision and repetitiveness of the achieved results. DIGITECH 3200 VP2 is designed with a built-in feeder.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- MIGARC 24 Torch 3Mtr
- Argon Regulator
- CEA Trolley
- 1 Phase Plug 15Amp plug

**Product Code:** MCE003875P

**$3849.00 /EA**

### CEA SmartMig M20 Compact Package 230V
Semi-automatic welding machines with undergear and built-in professional wire feeder, suitable to be used with CO2 gas and mixture. SMARTMIG’s are recommended for light fabrication work, car body repairs, agricultural and light fabrication work.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- MIGARC 15 Torch 3Mtr
- Earth Lead
- Argon Regulator
- 1 Phase Plug 15Amp plug

**Product Code:** MCE007532P

**$1595.00 /EA**

### CEA Digitech 3200 VP2 Compact Pulse Mig Package
Excellent for Aluminium or Stainless with Double Pulse Feature. Technologically ahead, robust and easy-to-use, they offer premium welding quality at high speed, in PULSED MIG, DUAL PULSED, MIG-MAG, MMA and TIG with “lift” arc striking and represent the best solution in any industrial field requiring high precision and repetitiveness of the achieved results. DIGITECH 3200 VP2 is designed with a built-in feeder.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- MIGARC 36 Torch 4Mtr
- Earth Lead
- Argon Regulator
- CEA Trolley
- Drive Roller Kit
- 3 Phase 32Amp Plug

*Water Cooler Sold Separately*

**Product Code:** MCE004700P

**$7899.00 /EA**

### CEA Matrix 2200 AC/DC Pulse Tig Machine Package
Powerful, compact and lightweight, the MATRIX 2200 AC/DC is one of the most innovative, high-performing and technologically ahead single phase power source ever developed for TIG welding.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- TIGARC 26 Torch 8Mtr HF
- Flexihead With CEA Plug
- Earth Lead
- Argon Flowmeter
- CEA Trolley
- 1 Phase 15Amp Plug

*Water Cooler Sold Separately*

**Product Code:** TCE004510P

**$5699.00 /EA**

### CEA Compact 240M 230V Mig Machine Package
A series of industrial semiautomatic welding equipment with built-in wire feeder, suitable for professional and industrial applications. CEA 240M COMPACT power sources, in their innovative and user friendly design, ensure excellent welding characteristics on any material, aluminium and stainless steel included, by granting a very stable arc in any welding position. Robust and easy to use, CEA 240M COMPACT power sources are suitable to be used in industry, fabrication work, car body repair, agriculture and maintenance.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- MIGARC 25 Torch 4Mtr
- 4 Meter Earth Lead
- Argon Regulator
- 1 Phase 15Amp Plug

**Product Code:** MCE007240P

**$2499.00 /EA**

### CEA Maxi 405 400V Remote Mig Package
The CEA 400 amp Industrial Separate Wire Feeder Mig Welder

Three-phase semi-automatic welding equipment, with separate wire feeder, recommended for industrial applications, medium and large fabrication work. MAXI 405 are the most complete solution for any job and ensure excellent welding performances on any thickness by granting a very stable arc in any welding position. Three-phase semi-automatic welding machine, with separate 4 roll wire feed unit ideal for welding any metal in any industrial application.

**Made in Italy**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
- MIGARC 36 Torch 4Mtr
- Earth Lead
- Twin Gauge Argon Reg
- 4 Roller Wire Drive Feeder
- CEA Maxi 5Mtr Gas/Air
- Cooled Cable Kit
- 3 Phase 32Amp Plug

**Product Code:** TCE00405P

**$4699.00 /EA**
CEA Shark 35 Plasma Machine Package

SHARK 35 is a new compressor plasma solution by CEA that evolves the lightweight and handy characteristics of SHARK 25 chassis with a more powerful inverter and compressor. Shark 35 is the best solution for anyone who needs the maximum portability and power possible.

SHARK Compressor is the best choice also for light fabrication work, agriculture and car body repairs.

PACKAGE INCLUDES
- SK25 4Mtr Torch with back striking technology and coaxial cable

Product Code: PCS35
$2669.00 /EA

CEA Shark 45 Plasma Machine Package

Powerful and light SHARK 45 single phase plasma cutting equipment with PFC is the ideal choice for car body repairs, agriculture and maintenance. PFC device ensures big cutting power coupled with a contained consumption.

- PFC Power Factor Correction - 16 A fuse
- High power professional air flow circulation
- Electronic control for an excellent cutting quality

PACKAGE INCLUDES
- SK65 4Mtr Torch with back striking technology and coaxial cable

Product Code: PCS45
$2990.00 /EA

CEA Shark SK75 & SK125 Plasma Circle Cutting Guide

Product Code: PCS418487
$169.00 /EA

CEA Shark SK75 & SK125 Plasma Bevel Tool Kit

Bevel Tool Kit: guide carriage and circle attachment for straight and bevel cutting

Product Code: PCS418508
$569.00 /EA
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ArcOne Helmet Carrera Std 1000F True Colour 9-13
The Carrera™ ArcOne® helmet is ultra-light, and has a sleek, modern design. It has a wider fit popular for all welders.
Features: True Color Technology, Shade Control, Grind Mode, Sensitivity, Delay.

MIGarc® Gloves Aluminized Weld Gauntlet 40cm 10XL (6/Pkt)

Hyundai E7018 LH E7018-1 3.2mm 5Kg/Pkt (4Pkt/Ctn)
S-7018.G electrodes can be used for highly efficient-welding of 490MPa(73,000lbs/in2) class high tensile steel, such as bridges, buildings, rolling stock and machines.
S-7018.G electrodes are an iron powder low hydrogen type electrode of high efficiency used for welding 490MPa(73,000lbs/in2) class high tensile steel.

Hyundai 2209 LT1-1 SS Flux Core Wire 1.2mm 15kg Spl
AWS E2209T1-1 : Duplex Stainless Steel
A 5.22 Hyundai 2209T1 flux cored wires will deposit out-of-position welds at substantially higher welding currents than other stainless steel wires, resulting in a higher deposition rate.

MIGarc® ER80S-G Coreten Weathering Steels
SM-80G is a solid wire for flat and horizontal fillet welding position. As the deposition rate is very high, highly efficient welding can be performed. As the wire contains special elements, its bead appearance is excellent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DIAMETER</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MW80SG09</td>
<td>0.9mm</td>
<td>15Kg</td>
<td>$202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW80SG12</td>
<td>1.2mm</td>
<td>20Kg</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHY WAIT?
IMMEDIATELY EXPENSE ASSETS LESS THAN $5000
Purchase an item (up to $5k) from GWS and take advantage of the government depreciation incentive.
Hurry... the low-value asset threshold will decrease to $1k on March 17, 2021.
SPRUCE UP THE WORKSHOP

SAFETYARC® Welding Curtains
Connectable Design For Easy Extension
- Meets high level requirements of European standards for welding curtains: EN-1598
- All curtains come complete with embossed eyelets, suspension-rings and clip buttons to join 1200 and 1800 curtains making one, longer retractable curtain if required

Product Code: SWCR1813 $50.00 /EA
1800mm x 1200mm

Product Code: SWCR1818 $58.00 /EA
1800mm x 1800mm

SAFETYARC Welding Curtain & Frame
1800mm x 1800mm
- Fitted curtain with an open seam at the top and bottom.
- Ideal for use in smaller workplaces, very lightweight and easily moved
- ISO EN 25980 approved

Optional Frame Joiner Code: SWCFJ $35.00 /EA
Product Code: SWCF1818 $189.00 /EA

SAFETYarc® White Silica Blanket
- Perfect for any garage or workshop
- 2000 x 2000 x 1.4mm
- Heat resistant to 550°C
- Asbestos Free

Product Code: SWB2020 $99.00 /EA

MIGARC® Mig Mag Welding Wire E70S-6 (15Kg)
Copper coated low carbon all-positional mig welding wire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DIAMETER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MWM0615</td>
<td>0.6mm</td>
<td>$83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM0815</td>
<td>0.8mm</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM0915</td>
<td>0.9mm</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM1015</td>
<td>1.0mm</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM1215</td>
<td>1.2mm</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASK FOR A PALLET PRICE

Buy a pallet (72 Spools) and get a FREE MIG 36 4 Mtr Torch
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SAFETYarc® Welding Protection  
Silica Blanket  
Roll Size: 900mm Wide. Priced and Sold Per Meter  
Silicate-fabrics have excellent characteristics in relation to handling and resistance to high temperature loads of 1000 °C (peak up to 1300°C). This fabric is thus suitable for use as a welding blanket even under extreme conditions.

Product Code: SWBRS  
$45.00 /MTR

WELDarc® 500 amp G Type Earth Clamp  
- Rugged and Efficient Welding Clamp  
- 500 Amp Rating @ 100%  
- Heavy Duty 10 mm Bolted Earth Cable Attachment  
- 40 mm Thickness Clamping Capacity  
- Positive Earthing Grip  
- Weight: 850g  
- Length: 175mm

Product Code: WCENW  
$37.00 /EA

Blueshark Stripeaze Purple DC 125 x 22  
Shark abrasives SCD Clean and Strip DC Purple Disc is a durable rigid and long lasting open-web disc, ideal for cleaning welds, removing rust and paint. Comes in a Packet of 5

Product Code: ASCDDC125P  
$16.00 /EA

Tig Finger  
Slips over the top of your Glove. The Tig Finger is fast becoming a Tig welding industry standard, allowing welders to slide smoothly along hot metal while they weld to their heart’s content.  
- Ideal To Finish that Long Pass without Burning Your Fingers  
- The Pocket Size Durable Design for any TIG Job  
- Increases the Lifespan of Your TIG Glove  
- Great for Industrial Tig Welders

Product Code: TTF  
$29.50 /EA

MIGARC Nozzle Gel 300g Silicone Free / Non Toxic  
- Prevents spatter build-up  
- MIGARC Nozzle Gel creates an anti spatter film that will not clog nozzles or contact tips  
- Extends Life of consumables  
- For mig/mag gun nozzles and tips. Suitable with all known processes of semi and automatic welding equipment.

Product Code: MNG  
$9.95 /EA

WELDARC® Engineers Chalk 144/pack  
- Full box - 144 pieces Flat Soapstone Engineers Chalk.  
- 125mm X 12mm X 5mm  
- For marking steel plate and other materials

Product Code: WCHALK  
$31.00 /BOX
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